STRENGTHEN
GROW•EVOLVE

Building the Greatest Small City for the Arts
YOUR SUPPORT COUNTS

$5,483,693 IN CASH + $1,675,534 IN KIND DONATIONS FROM 2,025 DONORS

YOU HELPED US GROW

**ATTENDANCE**

2016: 105,491
2022**: 184,000

**IMPACT ON ECONOMY**

2016: $3.3M
2022**: $5.8M*

*Data current as of 7/15/21. Calculated at $31.47 average spending per person based on recent data from Americans for the Arts’ Arts and Economic Prosperity 5 Report
**Estimated
A LETTER TO SUPPORTERS

When the Strengthen • Grow • Evolve campaign launched in April of 2019, I stood on stage at The Englert Theatre and stated that we are responsible for creating the community in which we want to live.

I believed then, as I do now, that envisioning, enacting, and enjoying a vibrant community is a charge that belongs to all of us. My involvement, first as a FilmScene Board Member, next as co-chair of the Steering Committee, then eventually as the Associate Development Director, has, at every level, been motivated by a desire to help shape this city into one that actively reflects the collective values of the people who live here.

There’s a call and response that happens when we build our community around us. We, the everyday citizens, call out our needs—I want to feel alive, I’m lonely, I need to forget—and the theaters, through the presentation of art, respond. We show up at the screen and before the stage not just because we want to be entertained but because we want to feel. We want to be moved—to laughter, to tears, to contemplation. Where else do we collectively experience such a swirl of emotions in just a few short hours?

The arts prime wonder. They usher in new perspectives. They reveal cracks in the facade. They reflect our kindness. They provide room for grief. They retrieve our joy. They establish bridges for necessary conversations. The arts grant us the opportunity to experience our lives.

The benefit of the Strengthen • Grow • Evolve campaign is specific but it is also collective. FilmScene and The Englert Theatre are stronger, more secure nonprofits because of the investments prioritized by this campaign. The success can be measured not only by the dollars raised but by the breadth of its impact. Through our investments, we set aside and secured space for the experience of the arts to happen. We’ve built refuge into the blueprint of our city. This refuge is both invitation and instruction for the next generation.

There is still work to be done. Building the greatest small city for the arts is an ever-evolving process. But I am proud of the work we have done and am confident that we have made a positive impact on our community.

Nina Lohman
Associate Development Director, Strengthen • Grow • Evolve

Academy Award-winning director Alex Gibney visits FilmScene.
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We like to dream.

It is why we gather in the dark to be moved by cinema. Close our eyes when a musician moves us deeply. Nod at the wisdom of a poet reading their words.

It is why we gathered together—board and staff from our two organizations—on a midweek morning in May of 2016, in the basement of MidWestOne Bank to ask big questions.

Strengthen • Grow • Evolve began as an inquiry. The Englert, which had been in existence as a nonprofit for just over a decade, knew that major preservation work would need to be done for its historic property in coming years. FilmScene, which had only been open on the Ped Mall for three years, knew that it would need to secure funding to expand into its future home.

The recognition of these pending needs inspired a key question: What would it look like if two arts nonprofits joined together for a major fundraising campaign in this community?

There in the basement, first over coffee and then over sandwiches, our arts consultants challenged us to design a vision bigger than our organizations — to spark a dream that could speak to the future of the entire arts community.

We emerged from that meeting with a promise to collaborate, but how would our community respond?

Through the Winter of 2017, we spoke with over 100 Iowa City-area stakeholders from a range of backgrounds to understand how our combined effort might best align with the needs of our community.

Drawing insight and encouragement from that year of conversations, research, and planning, our team emerged with clarity. Our mission was to Strengthen, Grow, and Evolve the Englert and FilmScene by preserving existing artistic facilities, building a new arts space, facilitating better partnerships between local arts organizations, and advancing our community engagement initiatives.

Those big questions also brought forth an even bigger revelation. Our campaign would be a singular chapter in the ongoing story of Building the Greatest Small City for the Arts in America right here in Iowa City. This was our community’s audacious dream.

Continued on the following page
The discovery phase identified $9.4 million in recommended investments to the local arts infrastructure. Strengthen • Grow • Evolve would incorporate some of these investments into the campaign, while other projects might be led by other community partners in the future. We settled on a $6.5 million dollar goal for the immediate work ahead.

With a clear vision intact, our team worked closely with the City of Iowa City to determine how they might support this effort. The City expressed great confidence in the campaign and issued a $1 million preservation grant, which effectively launched the project.

Buoyed by the visionary gift from the City, we embarked on a quiet fundraising effort, securing commitments of $2.7 million dollars from donors, corporations and government organizations by the time our campaign was publicly announced on April 20, 2019.

That day, under a blue Iowa sky, we marched from the aisles of The Englert Theatre into the future FilmScene at The Chauncey. There were balloons and hard hats, tubas and t-shirts, froyo, and so many smiles. It was the day that our campaign truly became a community effort.

In the coming months, our Greatest Small City for the Arts yard signs shared lawn space with political candidates as the campaign made steady progress, raising $3.8 million by early 2020. We planned to finish the campaign by August 2020 with a community celebration.
But by March 2020, things were different. A global pandemic had taken hold, presenting material challenges to fundraising. In the midst of the crisis, we evaluated our core needs and revised the goal to $5.5 million and an end-date of December 31st, 2020. The updated plan embraced the most essential goals, put others on hold, and helped us sustain our operations in an unprecedented time.

Despite the incredible emotional and financial hardships of 2020, our community embraced our vision and our needs, and the public campaign was completed having met our goal thanks to $5.5m in cash commitments and $1.7m of in-kind support.

Over four years, with the help of thousands of our neighbors, our vision had become real. Collaboration and community had been both aspiration and inspiration—we had done it together.

This book you hold in your hands is a testament to this collective work. It honors the many contributors who challenged us and supported us. It reflects on the lessons we learned. It is a memento of our success, but it is also a reminder that the work of building a great city is never done. We’re still chasing that dream.

Andre Perry
Executive Director, Strengthen • Grow • Evolve & The Englert Theatre

Andrew Sherburne
Associate Director, Strengthen • Grow • Evolve & Co-Founder/Executive Director, FilmScene

Written August 2021

“We moved back to Iowa City from Los Angeles ten years ago to raise our four kids here in no small part due to the thriving arts scene and the community’s commitment to its cultural treasures. What better evidence of that commitment than the SGE campaign’s success in spite of a pandemic!”

Adam & Brigette Ingersoll
FilmScene Supporters
STRENGTHEN

Our reputation for excellence is built on diverse and distinguished art, dedicated patronage, and a rewarding audience experience. Beautiful spaces play an equally important role, and the upkeep and renovation of our century-old buildings is critical to keeping our artists and patrons happy and ensuring this campaign has preserved these historic spaces for the future.

Marquee

The instantly recognizable Englert marquee has been fully restored to its mid-century glory with detailed attention to its original colors, to once again beckon showgoers with its neon canopy of lights.
The picturesque brick backdrop to the Englert stage, damaged by fire in 1926, has been dismantled and reassembled to ensure structural integrity. The exterior facade also received tuckpointing work, and the dozens of aging windows were repaired enhancing the stunning exterior.

Energy Efficiency and Improved Safety
The restoration of exterior windows and the replacement of the roof membrane improved the energy efficiency of this century-old structure. Fire panel replacement improves safety levels in case of emergency and an extensive new HVAC system ensures improved air quality and movement for patron health and comfort.

The Englert Lounge
The second floor of the theatre has been expanded in period style as a welcoming lounge for small function and preshow revelers in the spirit of the Englert family that once hosted visiting artists in the same space.

Structural Restoration
The beautiful brick backdrop to the Englert stage, damaged by fire in 1926, has been dismantled and reassembled to ensure structural integrity. The exterior facade also received tuckpointing work, and the dozens of aging windows were repaired enhancing the stunning exterior.

FilmScene at the Ped Mall Improvements
FilmScene's flagship Ped Mall location has been modernized for improved atmosphere and presentation. New cinema-style seating improves in-theater comfort, while new carpet, lighting and lobby improvements create a more welcoming environment. Up in the booth, new projection and media server ensures presentation is well-equipped for future cinematic exhibition.

Englert Historic Preservation
The iconic Englert Theatre, built in 1912, is an architectural gem whose lights are a beacon in the heart of downtown Iowa City. Preservation of this stately theatre included work on the interior and exterior, both behind the scenes and prominently visible.

“The aesthetics of the Englert building haven’t changed much, but the art within is always renewed. That’s the magic: You inhabit the past and experience the present at the same time.”

Joshua Moe, AIA | Architect, OPN
World-class art requires world-class spaces, and FilmScene at The Chauncey is a stunning, state-of-the-art cinema that elevates the presentation of film to a new level. Alongside growth in our spaces came growth in our audience, a reflection of our commitment to cultivating multiple generations of arts enthusiasts.

FilmScene at The Chauncey
A new state-of-the-art three-screen facility, FilmScene at The Chauncey has become FilmScene’s landmark home. This architectural gem in the heart of downtown elevates comfort, presentation, and style in a welcoming environment.
New Audiences

Beginning with our public launch on April 2019, the Strengthen • Grow • Evolve campaign made it a point to reiterate that our nonprofit organizations belong to the community. A remarkable number of households made contributions to our shared vision. This participation was echoed in the growth of our Friends and Member programs as a reflection of our commitment to welcoming everyone in our extended community to take pride and ownership in our organizations.

Digital and Film Presentation

Industry leading digital picture and sound are built for the next century, while restored reel-to-reel 35mm and 16mm film projectors honor our commitment to presenting film on film.

Welcoming Spaces

The unique architecture of this space allows visitors to gather in the glass atrium that encircles FilmScene’s cinematic cocoons. Inside the theaters, stadium seating and comfort rockers ensure moviegoers can sit back and enjoy an excellent experience.

FilmScene in the Park

The addition of an outdoor cinema space on the natural amphitheatre lawn of Chauncey Swan Park allows for public presentations of new and classic films under the stars.

“The design of the new FilmScene at Chauncey brings an opportunity to promote art & architecture. The theater “pods” are designed not only to provide a fantastic film experience, but also to add a sculptural element that is a visual focal point.”

James A. Phelps, AIA NCARB LEED AP BD+C | Project Designer/Architect - Chauncey
Remarkable facilities are not enough. Our campaign can only be considered a success if we improve access and engagement with the arts for all people in our community. To pursue the great promise of Iowa City and the surrounding area we are taking collaborative action on arts education and engagement to better serve our citizens.

Arts Access Initiative

Anchored by a commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion, the Arts Access Initiative will gain a better understanding of disparities to improve access to and engagement with the arts for all people in the Johnson County community by taking collaborative action on arts, education, and engagement. With support from the Johnson County Board of Supervisors, the study will engage four local school districts, twelve cities and twenty townships to determine how our organizations are currently serving the community and what we can do better.
A Visionary Community

In positioning our vision of Building the Greatest Small City for the Arts, we have boldly laid claim to our cultural values and made a commitment to continue evolving that work in perpetuity. This point of pride for our citizens also heralds Iowa City as a place for creative and visionary work, and indeed, we have already begun to present this campaign as a model for collaboration at national conferences.

Programmatic Evolution

With expanded cinema facilities, FilmScene remains committed to launching Refocus Film Festival, which aims for the high curatorial standards set by Mission Creek Festival and Witching Hour. A boundary-pushing, multidisciplinary festival of films inspired by and adapted from other art forms, especially text, Refocus will be a unique film event for our City of Literature.

Allied Arts Initiative

We helped launch the Iowa City Downtown Arts Alliance in response to a need for a unified pandemic response and are committed to expanding our collaborative efforts with a collective of local cultural nonprofits to share ideas and best practices, work together, and envision a future for our entire region, starting here in Iowa City.

“Providing youth and young families with access to the arts provides them with the chance to grow and heal. This is an invaluable gift to our community!”

Jamie Ellis
Youth Advocate
LES S O NS L E A R NED

Government’s Role in Cultural Investment
The support of our government was essential because it set the tone for the campaign and cemented confidence in prospective donors. These governing bodies knew our organizations and recognized that our work was aligned with their strategic plans. These municipal contributions to the campaign include:

- The City of Iowa City: $1 million
- The State of Iowa via Iowa Economic Development Authority: nearly $1 million in Community Attraction & Tourism and Historic Preservation grants
- The Johnson County Board of Supervisors: $100,000 with a focus on arts access and community engagement initiatives

A Great Arts City Must Care for Its Artists and Arts Workers
Iowa City has been a regional arts hub for decades, however, it became clear to us—as we listened to citizens from varying backgrounds—that it is an increasingly difficult place to live as an artist or arts worker. The cost of living is a major barrier for artists balancing flexible work and their creative practice. For visual artists, in particular, there simply isn’t enough studio space to work. For arts workers, there are a limited amount of sustainable employment opportunities for entry-level and mid-career professionals. There is an absence of culturally specific arts institutions in this community like The Black Liberation Space (promoted by Humanize My Hoodie during the pandemic). The Englert and FilmScene are working to ensure positive, safe, and sustainable work for our current and future employees and are also more deeply committed to supporting local artists.

Campaign Staffing
Running a campaign is difficult and taxing on the staff, board members, and supporters. It requires an outsized amount of energy. In the moment, we thought we had staffed up adequately to oversee this project, but in retrospect, we ran way too lean and, as a result, overextended our staff and likely reduced our ability to best share our vision. Should you undertake a similar project—big or small—we urge you to consider a healthy staffing model: a larger investment up front in the right people and adequate support can result in a more vibrant campaign!
Defining Success

At the end of a campaign, the first questions donors might ask are, “How much money did you raise?” or “Did you meet your goals?” Those are fair and useful questions for donors, but for organizations, the inquiry should be more complex. Consider these questions (and goals) as your organization approaches a campaign:

1. **How close can you get to raising the most amount of funds available for your project relative to the resources at your disposal?** Note: this number might be lower or higher than the cost of your project. The bottom line: Get the most investment available to your organization at that time. You will make mistakes, get some easy wins, lose some hard-fought asks, and earn big on some hard-fought asks. As long as you get what’s available to you.

2. **How are you leveraging the success you garnered during your campaign toward the long-term vitality of your efforts?** To be clear, a campaign might seem to be about a near-term accomplishment, but its real importance is in how it contributes to the multi-decade strategic vision of your organization and community. It’s cool if we’ve built a shiny, new building, but does that building address the cultural needs of our growing community—will it have been the right choice 10, 20, 30 years downrange?

3. **Have you expressed the amount of investment that your organization truly needs?** Whether or not the amount of funding exists in your community to achieve your goals, it is extremely important to communicate the exact needs of your institution. Don’t get caught up in a win/lose dichotomy. Instead, embrace clarity: it is important for your stakeholders and essential for your board and staff. If you need $1 million, but there’s only $500k available, that’s OK. It might not be easy, but it’s OK. Get the $500k and continue to build, over time, toward the other $500k. Your supporters, staff, and volunteers should always know where you stand. Iconic and valued institutions are built over time.

A special thank you to **MidWestOne Bank** and **GreenState Credit Union**, who helped us finance these cultural milestones and ensure that we were able to keep moving forward in our efforts.
The work, of course, is never done! As we pull together details from our campaign and look toward the future, we have identified three key goals that remain essential outcomes for our organizations and overall cultural community. These are ongoing projects and we welcome your questions and support!

**FUTURE PROJECTS**

State of the Art Sound at The Englert Theatre

The continued preservation of the Englert was an immense undertaking and the building is in its best shape in 30 years. While there will always be capital projects in a century-old facility, our next priority is updating our sound system to modern, state-of-the-art specifications. Doing so will enrich the experience for artists, audiences, and staff as well as offer us the opportunity to bring the most noteworthy international performers to our city and stage. **Cost: $450,000**
Ownership of FilmScene at The Chauncey

It was a milestone accomplishment for FilmScene to complete and pay for the buildout of its new location at The Chauncey. The next step is for the organization to purchase the space from the landlords. By purchasing the building outright or converting to a mortgage agreement, the nonprofit can save up to tens of thousands of dollars annually in expenses. **Cost: $1,750,000 (purchase) / $500,000 (mortgage down payment)**

Community Engagement Director for the Arts

Our community engagement plans evolved tremendously during the process of the campaign. To further advance this work, we believe that hiring a shared staff position between Englert and FilmScene (and perhaps with other downtown arts partners) can more deeply and efficiently increase our impact to K-12 students and communities who we still need to fully welcome into our local arts landscape. **Start-up Cost: $250,000**

“This campaign is taking us closer to our goal of being the best small city for the arts in the U.S. Long live the arts in our beloved Iowa City!”

Dick and Joyce Summerwill | Honorary co-chairs for Strengthen • Grow • Evolve
A LETTER OF THANKS

We began this voyage with the fundamental belief that art has the power to transform lives. Over 2,000 individuals and households have since stepped aboard in support, becoming stewards of our shared vision, pushing us forward through historic challenges to come out the other side stronger, more resilient, and ready to fulfill our promise.

Every gift listed here is an act of hope, a belief that together we can make good things happen, that we can make our community the Greatest Small City for the Arts. It’s no small feat to share your wealth, your influence, or your time. Your offerings have grown into something material, places and programs that will welcome, heal, and inspire. We need this more now than ever before.

Thank you for trusting FilmScene and The Englert Theatre with your investment, for sharing our belief that our organizations are uniquely positioned to change our community for the better. Thank you for your generosity. Thank you for advocating for the future you want to see.

As our friend Wally Chappell would say: Onward!

Katie Roche
Development Director
Strengthen • Grow • Evolve & The Englert Theatre

Anahita Ghazvinizadeh, University of Iowa
Cinematic Arts professor and filmmaker
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<td>Bill &amp; Mary Thomasson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas &amp; Vance Van Daele</td>
<td>Jane Van Voorhis &amp; Kurt Anstreicher</td>
<td>Velvet Coat / Fin &amp; Feather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn &amp; Stuart Weinstein</td>
<td>Amanda &amp; Ryan West</td>
<td>LaDonna &amp; Gary Wicklund</td>
<td>Ellen M. Widiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Wilbanks &amp; Monty Kehl</td>
<td>Aislinn Williams &amp; Patrick Purdy</td>
<td>The Yankee Springer Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMMUNITY GIFTS

Anonymous (106) • 100+ Women Who Care - Hawkeye Chapter • Big Grove Brewery & Taproom • Blue Lagoon Pool & Spa • Bowker Mechanical • Buzz Salon • Cedar Ridge Winery & Distillery • ChimaeraCast • Coalescence • Collins Community Credit Union • Commitment • Coralville Chiropractic • Creative Mellen • Crystal City • Fermata Charitable Foundation • Friendship Yoga • Frontier Co-op • Goodfellow Printing • Goosetown Café • Graduate Iowa City • Herbold Law PC • Herteen & Stocker Jewelers • Hollywood Graphics • Honeybee Hair Parlor • Houseworks • Houseworks • Iowa Motor Trucking Association • Jimmy Jacks/Jack Piper • Keystone IT, Inc. • M. C. Ginsberg - Objects of Art • Mann BASP & Camp Goosetown • Marco's Grilled Cheese • Marco's Grilled Cheese • Marcus- Fitzpatrick Team • Molly's Cupcakes • Moo Moo's Ice Cream Truck • Move Meant LLC • Newbury Living (West Des Moines, IA) • Oaknoll • Oasis Falafel • OPN Architects • Peace Corps • Phebe's Timber • PSC Distribution / Studio H2O • Solstead • SoundWorks Healing • The Tuesday Agency • Tiffany Ralston Designs • Toyota of Iowa City/ABRA Autobody • Twig & Needle Chinese Medicine • University of Iowa Liberal Arts Beyond Bars (UI LABB) • US Bank • West Bank • West Music • Willow & Stock • Barry & Amy A'Hearn • Janet & Paul Abbas • Peace Abbey • Abe • Roger Abraham • Nilin Abrahamsen • Steve & Nancy Abram • Jeremy & Alex Ackerman • Ackerson Family • Lori Adams & Bryan Phillips • Molly Adams & Lucas Kuhlmann • Clark & Jennifer Adams Family • Edward Agran & Charlotte Fairlie • The Aguirre-Connelly Family • The Sisters Ahern • Kate Ahn • Susan Ahrens • Miriam Alarcon Avila • Sheri Albrecht & Steve Carriger • The Albright Family • Laura Alderson • Bruce Alexander & Mary Losch • Eddie & Judy Allen • Michael Allen & Charles Bartholomew • Christine Allen • Sarah Alward • Christine McDonough Ameling • Mike & Carryn Anderson • Denise K. Anderson • Charlie & Jane Anderson • Ryan & Peter Anderson • Ken & Dyan Anderson • Steven & Robin Anderson • Gary Anderson • Dawn & Lars Anderson • Jessica Andino • Loretta Angerer • Chloe Angyal • Margie Ann • Cara Anthony • Renee Anthony & Fred Gerr • Gary Appleby & Judy Frauenholtz • Viktoria Aranowski • Gail Ardeny • Don Arenz • Ron & Connie Arispe • Armour • Pat Armstrong & Paul Sherburne • Matt Arnold / Spark Consulting Group • Joe Artz • Dave & Cori Asa • Kate Aspengren & Kelli Grey • Dianne Atkins & John Bertolatus • Alice & Kendall Atkinson • Tara Atkinson • Mary & Dominic Audia • Chris Austin • Lioness Ayres • Brennan Ayres • Brennan Baehler & Mary Walser • Don Bagley • Eric Bailey • Regenia Bailey • Olivia Bailey & Jeremy Hagan • SJ Bailin • Renee Baird & Jen Jordan • Kathleen Baker • Greg Bales & Kathleen Lyons • Norm Ballew & Christine Reissetter • Margo Ballou • John & Penny Balmer • Erin Balvanz • David Bangert • Mitchell & Hope Bank • Richard Barajas • Ryan Barker • Emma Barnum & Sam Caster • Joel Barnum & Sarah Fitzgerald • Kris & Joe Barrash • Claire Barrett • Martha & Stephen Bartenhagen • Anna Basile Wehner • David & Heather Batley • Jennifer Bauer • Doug & Jill Beardsley • Jay Beattie • Martha Beauchamp • Jessica & Eric Beck • J. Bedet & H. Ferrer • James Beeghly • Debbie Beermann & David VanDusseldorp • Linda & Douglas Behrendt • Aden & Kate Beihl • Dennis & Deborah Beiler • Ryan & Colleen Bell • Sara May Bellizzi • Michael & Ingrid Benda • Astrid Hilger Bennett & Family • Joan Benson • Ryan Bentzinger • Marvin & Darlene Bergman • Sam Bergus • Evelyn Bergus • John & Carrie Bernat • Bertell Family • Mary Beth Bishop & Paul Waterman • P.E. & Sherri Bethke • Deborah Betsworth • Theresa Biancheri • Hope Biber • Dee Bierschenn • Heather & Mark Bingham • Steve & Nancy Bird • Danica Bird • Derek & Laurie Bird • Laura Birely • Susan Birrell • Douglas Bissell • Beth Ann Bittner • Dan, Minette & Phyllis Black • Beverly & Larry Blades • Courtney Blair • Jackie Blank • Mark Blumberg & Karen Adolph • Diana Boeglin • Jane Boehm • Amy & Brian Boelk • Christina Bohannan • Karyl Bohnsack • Darrell Bokhoven • Kitt & Roger Boldt • Hannah Bonner • Barbara Booth • Daniel Boscalcon • Drew & Ann Bossen • Tim Bosserman • Aaron Bossler & Jeff Sears • Carey Bostian & Miera Kim • Courtenay Bouvier • Jenn & Pat Bowen • Elizabeth Bowers • Krista Bowers Sharpe • Valerie & John Bowman • The Boyd/Nusser Family & Hands Jewelers • Ruth Bradley & Bruce Tarwater • Scott Bradley & Jonny Stax • Paula O. Brandt • Bill & Ann Brasier • Kathleen & Lawrence Braun • Randy & Sue Braverman • Richard & Phyllis Braverman • Joseph & Janie Braverman • Loraine Brenner • Jackie Briggs • Jackie Briggs & Eric Gidal • Heather & Dave Bright • Jennifer Brinkmeyer • Morgan Brittain • The Brockett/Palermo Family • Andy Brodie & Anna Wickes Brodie • Katy & Matt Brown • Bennett & Maurine • Mike & Carrie Brown • Charlotte Brown • Thea & Nate Brown • Jordan Brown • Kenneth G. Brown • Krista & Jack Brown • Donald Brown & Judy Barkalow • Leslie Bruch & Mike Hendrickson • Chris Peterson Brus • Giselle Bruskewitz • Bryan & Ginny Clemons • Susan Bryant • Nancy & Steve Buban • Charles Buck & Patricia Rossmann • Buck Family • Patrick Budelier & Kristin Marrs • Colleen Bucoio • Jeff & Diane Buffo • Meghan Bullard • Alison Burchett & Jeffrey Pierpont • Chris Burd • Shawn Burke •
Lisa Burmahl • Paul & Joan Burns • Jesse Burns • Anne Burnside & Linda McGuire • Kaitlyn Busbee • Karen Butler & M. Dalio Hazeltine
Janelle Retting & Robin Butler • Jeff Butler • Rachel Butler & Jim Mills • Brian Butler • Angie & David Bywater • Dr. John & Kim Callaghan
Colleen Campbell & Kyle Collins • Hannah Campbell • Lynne Cannon • DNE Caplan Family Foundation • Ellen Caplan • Jeff & Amber Capps • Karen Garcia
Whitney Carino-Marek • Caitlin Caris • Rachel Carlson & Scott Spak • Jane & Chris Carlson • Joyce Carman-Baldus • Carman Family • Kevin & Joyce Carr
Katja Carr • Thomas & Patrice Carroll • Charles Carroll & Lois Geist • Ann & Brent Carstensen • Jeannette Carter & Wayne Patton • Diane Carter
Lain Adkins & Holly Carver • Thomas Casavant • Daniel & Donna Casey • Maura Casey • Kim & John Casko • Christopher Caster • Sara Castlebury
The Casto Family • Norm Cate & Debra Ely • Stephanie Catlett • Jamie Cavey Lang • Richard & Robin Chambers • Phyllis Chang & Judy Gerlitz
Jeff Charis-Carlson & Christina Charis-Donelson • Emily Chasco • Phil, Steph, Kai & Ayla Chen • Andria Cheng • Michael Chibnik • William Ching
Joshua Christsain • Matt Christensen • John & Ann Christenson • The Christiansen Family • Tracy Christopher • Catherine Chun
Drs. Sophia Chung & John Holds • Dr. Anthony & Kathleen Ciervo • Nick & Carole Cigrand • Michael & Judy Cilek Family • Tom & Mary Cilek • Joe Cilek
Ezra Cilek • Lukon Company/Nick Cilek • Adel Cilek • City High Parent • Stacy Claey's • Maeve Clark • Joe & Beth Clark • Sarah Clark • Heather Clark
Christopher Clark • Terry Clark & Leila Yeutter • Alice & JP Claassen • Pam & Matthew Clemens • Melanie Cleveland • Evan Clouse
Rebecca Clouse & David Hamilton • Barb & Dave Coates • Stu & Deb Cobb • Pamela & Brian Codd • Coelho • Robert & Birgit Coffman • Nancy Cogan
Mark H. Cohen • Zen Cohen • Tony Colby • Terry Cole • Rachel & Michael Cole • Barb Collins • Dean & Sheila Colton • Compton of Muscatine • Brian Condon
James F. & Syndy M. Conger • Michael & Denice Connell • Cayte Connell • Irene Connelly • Laura Conner • Charles Connerly & Martha Ann Crawford
Ann Connors & Tom Fesenmeyer • Rosalind Conrad • Paula Conry • R. Lynn Conway • Cathie & Bill Conzemius • Merry Cool • Grant Cooper
Loren & Patricia Coppock Fund of the Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation • Chris Coretsopoulos & Lynne Ikatch
Robert Cornell & Susanna Strode • Emily Cornish • Corwin-Otoadese Family • Lois Cox • Brandee Cox • Jeremiah & Victoria Crabb • Nicholas Craig
Susan Craig • Liz Craig & Nate Schultz • Andrew Craig • Bart Cramer • Lisa Cramer & Brian Edeker • John & Sara Crane • Paul G. Crawford
Kevin Crawley & Yvonne Maruniak • Corey Creekmur & Teresa Mangum • Paul Creekmur • Anne Cremer • Bernie & Cherie Cremers
Michelle Croft & Jonathan Beard • Christine Cromwell • Tim & Diane Crosby • Kristin & Brett Crouse • Steve Crowley • Nick Crum • Dan & Laurie Cummings
Mike & Pat Curley • Mary Russell Curran • Caleb Curtiss • Trevin Cusimano • John D'Agata • Diane Dahl-McCoy & James McCoy
Molly Dahlberg & Travis Richter • Price & Kris Dahlstrom • Tim, Jennifer, Aidan & Nora Daly • Jill Daly • Lauren Danger • Tania Danilenko • The Daufeldts
Lucy David & Len Sandler • J. David & Alexandria Carey • Sun Ae Davis • Pete & Sheila Davison • Lara & Wade Days • Stephanie & Grant De Roo
De Young Family • Thomas Dean • Robert Decker & Carolyn Hough • William & Kathie Decker • Juliet & Brian Decker • Wendy DeCora • T.J. Dedeaux-Norris
Jane & Kevin Deets • The Deininger family • Laura & David Dellos • Gregory & Jill Delowery • Gerald Denehy • Justin & Alicia Deman • Joe Derderian
Katie DeRose • Julia DeSpain • CDewey • Jane DeWitt & Russell Lenth • Jay Diaz-Parlet • Terry & Jo Dickens • Connie Dicks • Angela Dieckman
David & Kathryn Dierks • Kathleen Diffley & Jude Heaney • Steve & Sharon Dillon • Cecilia Dingley & Todd Wade • Tara Dinolfo • Greg & Susan Dirks
Jeff & Michelle Disterhoft • Mary Dix • Amy Dobrian & Mike Partridge • Jean & Rick Dobyns • Steve & Brenda Dodge • Peggy Doerge • David M. Doering
Jane Dohrmann & Don Anderson • Pat Dolan • Jonathan Don • Patrick Donnelly • Rebecca Donovan • Helene & Theodore Dona • Richard & Debra Dorzweiler
Risa Dotson Eicke • Andy Douglas • Bob & Jane Downer • Julie Downey • Scott & Kelly Drake • Charles Drum • Bea Drysdale • DT • Kathy Dubinsky
Javier Duckor • Charlie & Nancy Dudak • Beth Duder • Seth G Dudley • David Duer • Kathryn & Gregory Duethman • Pat & Jenny Duffy
Anne Duggan & Larry Fitzpatrick • Susan Dulek • Hannah & Carl Dunn • Duran Family • Maria Durflinger • Frank & Meenakshi Gigi Durham • Kelly Durian
Natasa Durovicova & Garrett Steward • Bob & Sue Dvoskay • Sandra Dyas • Joan Dyne • Rick Dyson & Tami Thompson • Laurey Easland & Michael Paulsen
William Easton • Laura & Tom Ebinger • Kate & Mike Ebinger • Phil & Dixie Eclund • Celeste Edeker • Alice Edelen • Jim Edelen • Dawn Bowlus
Dellyssa Edinboro • Deirdre Egan • Jason Egge • John Eggenburg • Glenn Ehrstine & Lisa Heineman • Julie Eichenberger • Brenna Eldeen
Uzi Eliouh & Hope Edelman • Craig Ellermeier & Theresa Ho • Maggie Elliot • Jamie lynn Ellis • Glenn Elsey • Jill Endres Tomek & Tom Lothspeich
Laura Engel • John Engelbrecht & Kalmia Strong • Chris Engstrom / Engstrom Family • William & Gretchen Enke • Lori Enloe & Jim Trepka
Dr. Eric & Lecia Epping • Carol Erban • Dr. Lillian Erdahl & Dr. Luis Garcia • Robert Erger • Adam M. Erickson • Amanda Ernst • Michael Espey
Desiree Espinoza • Jim & Ann Estin • Kerry Evans • Tim Evans • Michal & Riley Eynon-Lynch • Joan Falconer • Todd & Rachel Fanning • Ed & Linda Barkas • Don & Donna Farley • Kathleen Farrell • Sarah & Hameed Faruqui • Ty & Kaylee Feigenspan • Alan & Jule Feirer • Mike Feiss & Cathy Cole • Kevin & Susan Felker • Robert & Karlen Fellows • Polly Ferguson & Family • Lynn & Linda Ferrell • Glen Fessenden • Wayne & Sue Fett • Brian & Jennifer Fiegel • Ron & Kathy Field • Film Lover • FilmScene Lover • Filmmaking • John F. Finamore • Michael Finlayson • Michael & Terri Finley • Diane Fennerty & Jill Jack • Liz Erb Firmstone • Betsy Fischer • Karen Fischer & Brent Palmer • Jill & Justin Fishbaugh • Megg & Matt Fisher • Daria Fisher Page & Todd Knoop • Fitzgerald Family • Leslie & Kyle Fitzpatrick • Matthew Fleming & Anne Russet • Jeff & Mike Fleming • Sherlyn Flesher • Lesanne Fliehler • Connie Florchinger • Kot Flora • Kot Flora & Larry McGranahan • Amy Floren • Linda Jean Fabian • Jessica & Jon Fogarty • Joan Folkman & Paul Wise • Ed & Pat Folsom • Rebecca Fons & Jack C. Newell • Drs. Andrew & Tori Forbes • Steve & Wendy Ford • Sue Forde • The Fordices • Melinda & Augden Foreman • Fowler Ford Family • Jim & Cathy Fox • Erin Fox • Daniel Frana • Kristin Frank • Rachel Franks • Karin Franklin • Addy Free • Glenn & MB Freeman • Glenn Freeman • Scott & Susan Freeman • Gary & Beth French • Frey family • Cat Friby & Family • Debra Friedland • Jan Friedman & John Kramer • Melanie Fritz • Geoff & Jenny Fruin • Liz Fuhrman • Charlie & Connie Funk • Laura & Michael Fuortes • Sue & Laurence Fuortes • Susan Futrell & Will Jennings • NG • Rich Gailey • Deborah Galbraith & David Johnsen • Hadley Galbraith • Dan & Meredith Gall • Steve & Carol Gallagher • Lyle Gallart • Austin & Sara Gangel • Bruce Gantz • Minnetta Gardinier • Russ Garrett • Traci Gasche • Bill & Carol Gauger • Alison & Mark Gaynor • Brian Gehlbach & Krista Johnson • Carl Geiken • Scott Geisler & Jennifer WerdGeisler • Sam Gelb • Becky & Tom Gelman • Dr. Gena Gearing • Dawn Gibson • MacGillivray Family • Rodney Murphy & Paul Gilbert • Miriam Gilbert • Mary & David Gilchrist • Liz Gilman • Molly Gilroy • Gina Glass & Martha Wilson • Bree Glenn & Joshua De Lanoit • Jessica & Shaun Glick • Kate Gloer • Laura Goddard & Ryan Bernemann • Gregg & Beckly Godfrey • Connie Goeb • Joann Goerdt • Sarah & Doug Goetzsch • Stephanie Gomez • Ulpiana Gonzalez & Jose Morcuende • James & Amanda Goodrich • Martha Gordon • Scott & Terri Gordy • Bob Gorg & Rochelle Liebman • William Gorman • Gortner (May G.) Charitable Trust • David & Renee Gould • Nathan Gould • Brenneman Graber • Pat Grady • Justin Graff • Graham Family • Ab & Lillian Grata • Jennifer Gravert • DeeAnn & Chris Grebner • Whitney Greenleaf • Greenough-Drakpin • John & Laura Greenwood • Jenny Gringer & Chris Richards • Gross-Lee Family Fund • Adam Gross • Brad Grue & Crystal Keck • Luke Gude & Sydnejo Johnson • Gloria Guldager • Terri & Greg Gulickson • Karin A. Gundlach • Laurie Gutmann • Jan & Wayne Guyer • Marcus Hadak • Laurie Haag & Susan Beckett • John Hackbarth • Jeff Haderthauer • Jason & Lori Hagedorn • Nancy Hagen • Mike & Julie Hahn • Thomas & Diane Haines • Nancy & John Halder • Ben & Laurel Hall • Brian Hamilton • Julie Hammer • Jonathan Hammond & Rebecca Palmer • Deborah Hampton • Robert Becker & Diane Handler • Hannaford/Wallrath Family • Allen Hansen • Sarah Hansen • Carroll & Barbara Hanson • Rod Hanze • Abbey Hardy-Pairbanks • Barbara Haring • James Harris • The Harris Family • John & Peg Harris • Harrison Family • Shannon Harrop • Sally Hartman & Stephen Dunbar • Jan & Randy Hartwig • Sally Mathis Hartwig • Anita Hartwig • Elysia Hassebroek • Omarr Hatcher • Janis Hauenstein & Craig Johnson • Melanie & Bruce Haupert • Nancy Hauserman & Daniel Benton • Matthew Brown & Gina Hausknecht • Alan Hawkins • Patricia Hayek • Jim Hayes • David & Heather Hayes • Scott & Julie Hays • Georgia Heald & Brian Bachmann • Chrystal Heasle • Joe Heath • Heather Heddens • James Hefel • Heidel Family • Patricia Heiden & Bill Waldie, Jr. • Karen Heimer & Joe Lang • Mark Heimermann • Erik Heitland • Mallory Hellman • Madison Helm • Sayuri Sasaki Henn • Robin Hemley • Steve Hendrix & Karen Copp • David Henkhaus • Lyell Henry & Gretchen Holt • Sloane Henry • Sara Henryson • Jordon Hensley • Hekper Family • Ellie Herman & Rich Strauss • Keela Herr & Alan Harrington • Peter Herr • Gillian Herrin • Brian & Heather Herschberger • David & Ellyn Hesli • Chuck & Anne Hesse • Forrest Paul Heusinkveld • Hicks • Leeanne Hillman • Joel & Jean Hilgenberg • Tim & Katie Hill • Emily Hill & Brad Manning • Mark Hilton • MaryAnn Hines • Stacy Hinrichs • Howard Hintze • Eric Hirsch • Steve & Kristin Hirst • Nicole Hobson • Geoff Hodges • Mary Hoefer • The Hoenig Family • Paul Hoff • Deborah & Richard Hoffman • Eric Hoffman & Jennifer Bliss • Myrl & Denise Holdia • Elizabeth Holm • Ric Holquest • Lenore Holte & Mick Diers • The Holzhammer Family • Logan Hood • H D & Myrene Hoover • Trevor Lee Hopkins • Susan Horan • John J Horn & Family • Emily & Josh Horn • Jennifer Horn-Frasier & Mike Frasier • Amy Hospodarsky & Heath Hospodarsky • Julie & Steve Hostagar • Carrie Houchins-Witt Tax & Financial Services LLC • Joseph W Houck • Susan Hough • Jim & Judy Houghton • Leora & Steve Houghton • Patricia House • Debra Ross • Hovland/Jones Family • Jody Hovland & Ron Clark • Delia & Matt Howard • Brenda Howe • Mark Howe • Mike, Lily & Grace Huber • Elizabeth Hubing • Dennis Hughes • David Hulm • Mary Jedlicka Humston •
Fannie Hungerford & Paul Kalina • Nicole Cochi Hunt • Ed Hunter • Lisa & Dick Hurban • Jake Hurly • Zebulon Hurst • Nancy Husted & Don Sharp • Russ Husted & Ruth Hurburt • Hutchinson-Reuss family • Evan Iacone • Natalie Jeyoub • Brian Ihrig • Alexas Ihrig • Ihrig Family • Patricia Ikan • David & Nancy Impastato • Doug & Amy Infelt • Marlin Ingalls • Kay Irelan & Bob Hardy • Matt Ivey • Todd & Pamela Jacobs • Nick Hotek & Cheryl Jacobsen • Rachel Jacobson & Stephen Osberg • Brent & Dawn Jaeger • Lois James • Sanjay & Jigna Jani • Marc & Brandi Janssen • Joy Jarne • Craig Jarvie & Mary Jo Walker • The Pam Jarvis Family • Joseph & Casey Jay • Leah Cohen Family • Alisha & Joel Jeddeloh • James Jeffries & Sandra Cook • Steven Jennings • Kyle Jennings & Stephanie Cromer • Charles Jennissen & Laurie Stange • Charles Jennissen & Laurie Stange • Chris & Sheral Jensen • David & Erin Jensen • Mark & Martha Jepsen • Yiyang Jiang • Jeremy “JJ” & Ellie Alberhasky • Joey, Teddy, & Peter • Margaret John • John B. Harper • The Johnson Family • Luke Johnson & Family • Norm & Barb Johnson • Eileen & Brad Johnson • Mary Johnson • David Johnson & Brinda Shetty • Rod & Anita Johnson • Betsy Johnson • Jessica A. Jones • Phillip E & Jo Laveras Jones • Phyllis Beth Jones • Ellen L. Jones • Jones Family • Hildur Jonsdottir • Randall & Jean Jordin • Mike Jorgensen • Cynthia Joyce & Andrew Willard • Andrew Juhl • The Jungbluts • Marvin & Julie Jungling • Robert Jury • AK & RS • Nate and Samantha Kaeding • Gina Kaebring & Inda Scholle • Dakota Kahler • Susan Kaliszewski & Peter Thorne • Angela Hodges & Mark Kamps • Paul & Connie Kamps • Kane Family • Michael & Amelia Kanellis • Joe A. Kantor • Kapadia/Kretzschmar Family • Stephanie Kapfer • Lucy & Michael Karnell • Adrien Wing • James Kaufmann • Cynthia & Thomas Kautz • Christopher & Karen Kautzky • Joe & Julie Kearney • Jamie Kearney • James & Kathryn Keasler • Janet & Kevin Keating • David Keeley • Wendy & Will Keen • Kristine Kellbach • Carol Keller • The Keller Family • Jordan & Mike Keller-Wilson • Kevin Kelley • Lauretta Kelley • Tim & Dianne Kemp • Pavlina Kemp • Matt & Kim Kenman • Jim & Connie Kennedy • Nancy Kennedy • John & Mary Kenyon • Michelle Kenyon • Nikki & John Keraus • Marie Kerbeshian & Bill Vincent • Laura Kerr • Libby Kestel & Mary Morrison • Danny Khalastchi & Kate Conlow • John & Lori Kielkopf • Chris Killion • William & Susan Kimmel • Stephanie Kissinger • Art Kistler • Martin & Laura Kivligian • Dick Klausner & Sheri Seggerman • Betsy & Garry Klein • Jamie Klein-Packard • Shari Klintd • William & Judith Klink • Peggy & Tony Knight • Jen & Ted Knights • Patricia Knox & Pete Kollasch • Mike & Beth Knudson • John & Claudia Knutson • Lisa Koblenz & Ivar Christopher • Casey Kohr • Jeff & Melanie Koolbeck • John Kopach • Emily Kosteln • Gloria & Ed Kottick • G Kouri • Gregory Kovaciny & Jane Lahann-Kovaciny • Joshua, Sarah, Abigail & Jacob Koza • Josh Krakauer & Sarah Chabolla • Nate Kramer • Joe Kramer • Travis & Sara Kraus • Matthew Kressin • Matthew Kressin • Matthew Krieger • Joe & Becky Kroh • Kristopher Kroona • Karen Kubby • Kuehn-Widmer Family • Charles & Lori Kuester • Kate Kunau • Jake Kundert • Alice & Sheldon Kurutz • Guy La Fortune • Julia LaBua • Christa Lachenmayr • Laura LaCombe • Emily Ladendorf & Sara Pettit • Dianna Lai • Sharon & John Lake • Joseph Lammer • Kathryn Lammers • The Lampings • Sarah & Roger Lande • Kate & Mike Landen • William Landers • Tom & Kathy Lane • Catherine & Jim Lane • Carla Lane • Randy Lange • Mary Jo & John Langhorne • John Langland • The Larkins • Lance & Becky Larsen • LeAnn Larson • Karlyn & Larry Larson • Paula Laube • Art & Rose Lauer • Melanie & Stan Laverman • Melanie Laverman • Janna Lawrence • Gary Lawrence & Linda Rice • Lorraine Lawton • Mary Lea & Richard Kruse • Jim & Deba Leach • Jill Leggett & Phillip Smith • Nate Legue & Beth Beadle Legue • Erik & Dana Lehmann • Lynda Leidinger • Enrique Leira • Michael Lensing & Vicki Lensing • Amanda Lensing • Brian Lent • Christina & Kieran Leopold • Polly & Tom Lepic • David LeShitz & Sondra Smith • Uri & Lauren Lessing • Craig Kessler & Janet Lessner • Linda Leu • Andy Levine • Ryan Lewellen • Devyn Lewis • Elise Lewis • Colin Lewis-Beck & Anna Reisetter • Rita Liddell • Carolyn Lieberg • Jeff & Tracy Liebermann • Dominique Limoli • Albert Lin • Shuhui Lin • Katie & Jon Linder • Rachael Lindhart • The Lindower Family • Stephanie Lininger • Nellie & Adam Link • Judith Liskin–Gasperro • Daphne Lison & Alan Kay • Robert Littlehaile • Jean Littlejohn & Michael Sauder • Andy & Lindsey Litton • Jean Lloyd-Jones • Chris & Britta Loftus • Lee Ann Logan • Marc, Beth, Ethan & Rhys Long • John & Susan Loomis • Teresa Lopes & Phillip Round • Esperanza Lopez • Richard & Lynnette Loula • The Lower Family • Bob & Becky Loyd • Bill & Mary Lu Callahan • David & Martha Lubaroff • Saul Lubaroff • Andrew Lubinus • Jordan Ludwig • John & Diana Lundell • Christine Luzzie & Patrick Bauer • Mark & Amy Lynch • Jack Lynch • Janet Lyness • Yujia Lyu • Mike & Carol Maas • Talee Mabe • Brian Mackinson • Ian MacMillan • Alan & Carol MacVey • Brendan Madden & McKay Harline • Counterfeit Madison • Petar Madjarac • Kelly & Marc Magers • Shelly & Michael Maharry • Casey Mahon • David Maier • Majestic-Manor Dairy/David Petersen • Zachary & Sarah Mannheimer • Stephanie & Raynard Manning • Rita T Marcus & David C Roston • Rachel Marek • Joanne & Michael Margolin • Alex D. Margrave, D.C. • Mary Marine • Dr. Mark A. Holbrook • Barb Markham & Family • Kate & Kyle Markham •
A BRIEF HISTORY
of The Englert Theatre, FilmScene and our ongoing vision of building the Greatest Small City for The Arts.

1912
The Englert Theatre is built.

1926
The Englert is rebuilt after a fire.

1928
The Englert screens the first “talkie” in Iowa City.

1946
Downtown Iowa City has five full-time movie theaters.

1999
The Englert closes its doors.

2007
2007
Campus 3 closes; no movie theaters remain in Downtown Iowa City.

2006
The first Mission Creek Festival is held in Downtown Iowa City.

2004
The Englert Theatre reopens for the first live performance in over 60 years following the community-led “Save the Englert” campaign.

2011
FilmScene is founded to return movie magic to downtown.

2013
FilmScene opens its doors following a $250,000 community fundraising campaign.

2019
FilmScene and The Englert Theatre kick off the Strengthen • Grow • Evolve campaign with an April launch event.

2021
The Englert Theatre reopens to the public.

2020
The campaign reaches $5.5 million.

2019
FilmScene opens a purpose-built 3-screen cinema and The Englert Theatre celebrates 15 years with a modernization and restoration project.

THE FUTURE
The work continues!